A complete description is given for the sequences {~'k }~=0 such that, for an arbitrary real polynomial f(t)= k=oakt , an arbitrary A~ (0,+~), anda fixed C~ (0, +~), the number of roots of the Denote by "~ the class of all sequences that do not increase the number of real zeros, i.e., sequences satisfying n property (1); the transformations determined by sequences of this type are denoted by T, i.e., if f(x) = ~=0 akx~' then Let us prove some auxiliary results. 
The following problem was formulated in [ 1, p. 382 
]:
Karlin's problem. Describe the sequences of factors {)~k}k= 0 that do not increase the number of real zeros of n polynomials, i.e., the sequences such that, for any real polynomial f(x) = ~,k=0 akxk' k=0 k=0 (1) where ~lg(f) is the number of real zeros of f taking account of their multiplicities. In [6] , it was proved that the solution of this problem presented in [2] [3] [4] [5] is not correct and, thus, Karlin's problem remains open.
In this paper, we describe the sequences of factors {)~k}k= 0 such that, for an arbitrary real polynomial f(t) = ~nk=o akt k, an arbitrary A ~ (0, oo), and a fixed C e (0, ~,), the number of roots of the polynomial ~=0 ak)~kx~ on [0, C] does not exceed the number of roots of f(t) on [0, A].
Denote by "~ the class of all sequences that do not increase the number of real zeros, i.e., sequences satisfying n property (1); the transformations determined by sequences of this type are denoted by T, i.e., if f(x) = ~=0 akx~' then Let us prove some auxiliary results. 
Let us apply the transformation T to f(t), Proof. One can easily see that it suffices to consider the case where C = 1. Consider the algebraic polynomial Letting e tend to zero, we obtain the Hausdofff condition [7, p. 97] , which implies the possibility of representation (5) . Note that in our proof we only have used the validity of condition (4) for a single fixed number A > 0.
Representation (5) 
k=0
Since the function g(t) can take arbitrarily large values at the point t = 0, it is impossible to define the transco formation T directly on it. Therefore, we define the transformation T that corresponds to the sequence {kk}k= 0
'C~ on the function
by the relation 
t) (t-tl)(t-t2)...(t-t r)
The function q~(t) is continuous on [0, A] and preserves its sign on (0, A]. Without loss of generality, we assume that it is strictly positive on (0, A]. According to the Weierstrass theorem, the function ~ can be approximated on [0, A] by an algebraic polynomial P(t) so that
II 4cp(t)-P(t)IIc[o,A] < e
for an arbitrary given e > 0.
Consider the algebraic polynomial
Q(t) = ( [P(t)] 2 + e2) (t -tl) ... (t -tr).

Obviously, Q(t) has exactly as many zeros on (0, A ] as g (t). Let us estimate on [ 0, A ] the difference
I(Tgp)(X) -(TQ)(x)[ = IS [xPtPg(xt)-Q(xt)]d~t<t)[ o = [I [cp(xtXxt-tl)"'" (Xt--tr)--([P(xt)] 2 + ~2) 0 X (xt-tl) ... (xt-tr) ] d~t(t)]
< ~ ixt-qi ... Ixt-tr]] q~(xt)
0 1
-[P(xt)] 2 [d~t(t)+ e21 Ixt-tl[ ... [Xt--trl4t(t) 0 1 <-Arl [ ~f~(xt) -P(xt)ll ~(xt) + P(xt)l d~t(t) + Are 2 0 < Ar~ko II ~ -P(t)llc[o,A] II-f+(t) + P(t)IIc[O, A1 + ArE2
< ArE( 2 [I ~ IIc[0,A] + e) ~o + A~ ez.
Thus, the value
can be made as small as desired by the proper choice of the polynomial P(t). We complete the proof by contradiction. Let (Tgp) (x) have q > r zeros on (0, A]. Without loss of generality, we can assume that these roots are distinct; otherwise, we can make these roots distinct by changing insignificantly the coefficients of the polynomial g(t) so that the number of its zeros remains unchanged. In exactly the same way, we can arrange that none of these roots would coincide with the point x = A. We order the roots of (Tgp)(x) so that 0 < x 1 < x 2 < ... < Xq < A and denote It is now easy to show that the algebraic polynomial (TQ)(x) has at least as many zeros on (0, A] as (Tgp)(x). Thus,
~.(O,A](TQ) > ~.(O,A](Tgp) = q > r= ~(0,A](gp) = ~" (0, A]( Q )-
This contradicts our assumption that {~,k}~= 0 e "c~. Lemma 3 is proved.
We can now prove the principal result of this paper.
oo +
Theorem. In order that a sequence {~,k]-k__0 belong to the class "c C, 0 < C < +o~, it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions be satisfied: 
where ai>_O, i = 0,~, ~ a i < oo, ~ _< logC.
for all real c k, k = 0,m, that are not equal to zero simultaneously. Let us make the change u = -logt in the integral on the left-hand side of (12) and set w = log x. We get
Proof. First, we prove the necessity of conditions (i) and (ii). We again restrict ourselves to the case where C = 1, since the proof can be easily generalized for arbitrary C ~ (0, + oo) (for this purpose, it suffices to consider k 0o the sequence {~,k/C ].k=0 ). It follows fromLemma 3 that 
~(-~,,ogA](--ieP(W-U)~Ck(W--U)kd~t(e-U)) <-~-(_,
we can rewrite equality (15) in the form
By applying the Laplace transform to the density -e-PUd~t(e-U), 0 _< u < + ,~, we obtain
Series ( (21)
The proof can be completed by an argument analogous to that used in the proof of 
